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NEWSLETTER Our goal is to 
preserve and protect 

our lake 
for generations 

to Come!
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ADA LAKE ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS

There cannot be a more 
wonderful time of the year.  We 
are so fortunate to be located 
on the West side of the lake and 
to be able to sit on our lake side 
platform in the early morning with 
a cup of coffee and watch the sun 
rise making the lake appear as 
golden paradise. Add the music 

of all the birds in the trees, the loons seemly talking to each 
other all around the lake, and watching and waiting for the 
loons to hatch the next generation of loons.

I know each of the readers of this DockPost enjoys a dif-
ferent view from their location and of course many are only 
able to be at Lake Ada for shorter periods of times, making 
the summertime spent on Lake Ada even more precious. 
My recommendation, take the time to truly soak it all in and 
save those memories for years to come.

I don’t want to bore you with all the work and tasks your 
lake association board members are involved with, but 
I can assure you each and every board meeting is very 
engaging, forward thinking as your board members attempt 
to address the many issues that concern or could affect our 
lake. When you have a chance to visit with them, be sure 
and ask any questions you might have and if you can help 
with a project that interests you, volunteer.

This past year when your association membership dues 
invoice was mailed to you, we included a brief survey to 
return. We were very pleased with the number that were 
returned and the information and insight they provided.

Here are some highlights. Boating/pontoon crusing and 
fishing were both at the top of the list for favorite summer 

activities. Another great response to see was so many 
see the DockPost as being the most important way of 
keeping informed about Lake Ada. Just a reminder we 
have a web site and are on Facebook. What did the re-
sponses indicate as items respondents ranked of highest 
importance? Well, loons and fishery were ranked very 
high, but guess what, water clarity ranked the highest. 
That indicates to me, that the high quality of our lake 
water is the most important asset of our lake and requires 
our highest attention.

There were a couple of areas that indicated we need to 
continue to promote and get the word out about. There 
were lower responses as to how familiar respondents 
were of Lake Association activities (Assn Annual meeting, 
summer picnic, etc.) and awareness of the danger of 
Aquatic Invasive Species getting into our lake. There isn’t 
enough enforcement capacity to greatly reduce the poten-
tial infestation into our lake. So it is up to all of Lake Ada 
property owners and users to help prevent such an event. 
Whether it is your watercraft to be launched into Ada, or 
a friend, guest or relative watercraft, ask if the craft has 
been in AIS infected water, and if so ask them to have the 
watercraft decontaminated before it is launched. The cost 
is paid by Cass County, at approved decontamination 
sites, so if there is any doubt please have it done.

Well my space is all used up. With that, I look forward to 
seeing all of you on and around the lake this Summer.  As 
our guest say when we are out on the lake or just watch-
ing from shore, this has to be the friendless lake ever as 
everyone waves as they pass.  
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This year Lake Ada has a population of approximately 18 adult 
loons, including five nesting pairs; three on our loon platforms and 
two on natural nests. As of this writing, one nest has produced a pair 
of chicks (hatched the last days of May), and another produced a 
single chick. During the mating season, fighting between male loons 
is very common as they try to establish territory or to win a mate. 
Males attempt to show their dominance by chasing other males. 
Sometimes the fights end in death, major injuries, or lesser fighter 
gives up and leaves. This is all a part of nature and the survival of 
the fittest.  Once the chick(s) are hatched, they jump off the nest into 
the water and continue to live on the lake and are fed by the parents. 
Life on the water 
can be challenging 
for the next few 
months of their life, 
as predators, like 
eagles, snapping 
turtles, large fish 
and boaters can 
be a problem. Also, 
with a pair of chicks 
hatched, the youngest or smallest chick is often harassed by the 
dominant, larger sibling and may not get adequate food.
Boating, skiing, tubing & jet skis may also cause these small birds to 

die from collisions or being separated from their parents at a critical 
time. In autumn, the adults are the first to leave on their southward 
migration. Young juveniles stay on the lake late into the season to 
feed and get strong and healthy for their migration. Some young 
loons stay too long and are ice trapped on the lake, as their takeoff 
runway is to short. All loons are very vulnerable during summer, 
migration, and on the coastal areas where they winter. Loons often 
die from our careless human behavior, like lead poisoning, parasites, 
diseases and becoming entangled in fishing line.
If you find a dead loon, deliver it to the DNR in Brainerd, by placing 

it in a plastic bag and freeze it, so they can determine the cause of 
death.

If you have not renewed your Lake Ada membership or if you are a 
new resident to Lake Ada. Please look for the postage paid remitance 
envelope that was mailed to you early this Spring or go to our web 
site and download the membership form. 
(http://www.lakeada.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Mailer-2017-co-
py-2.pdf)

Mail to: Ada Lake Association C/O Paul Bork 
            P.O.Box 202 
            Pine River, MN  56474

Ada Lake Association is a 501(c)3 organization and any donations 
will be accepted up to December 31, 2017.
Thanks to all of you that have paid your 2017 memberships.

2017 ALA MEMBERSHIP

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

2017 LAKE WATER MONITORING2017 LAKE ADA LOON WATCH REPORT

Minnesota Lake Owner Association members could be the second 
largest group in our state.
Goal: Be Seated at MNDNR round table
62% of the State Fishing Licenses, are sold to cabin or lake home 
(200,000) owners, plus each cabin and/or lake home owners guests 
will buy another four additional licenses, so half to three quarters of 
the fishing licenses sold in Minnesota we are responsible for. “We are 
the anglers in Minnesota.” We are the ones that are paying, to protect 
our lakes, we are paying for fish stocking, we are paying for our water 
quality assessment and shoreland improvements. Where does the 
DNR licenses money go each year?  
Pheasants Forever, whom I’m a member, will get eight (8) million 
dollars this year in Minnesota. Our state lake AIS funding was in the 
red this past year, because they were doing their job correctly in 
protecting the lake waters from invaders, with boat inspection, this 
budget was cut to nothing. Was there a new boat/watercraft licenses 
increased of two (2) dollars this past session, for AIS inspection??? 
NO!  Was hunting licenses increased, “YES” for habit improvement, 
something is wrong. 
Who is allowed at the DNR Round Table area meeting each year, 
making the decisions??? Not the Lake Association, but Muskie Inc., 
Pheasants Forever, Deer Hunters Assoc., Bass Anglers, so why is 
this happening. Well, are we an organized group???? NO !! - We 
have MN Cola (MN Coalition of Lake Assoc.), Minnesota Lakes and 
Rivers Advocates and MN Waters/Conservation Minnesota, but not 
one united group and that is what is needed. So, let’s share our views 
with our local ALA board and YOUR State Legislators. 
We Need Change..  You can and will make a difference. No one else 
is going to protect your lakes for you!

Photo By: S & S Bormann

Lake Ada water monitoring began April 5, when the ice was officially 
gone for the winter.  Earliest ice-out was 3/24/12, and the latest was 
5/14/13.  Our long-term ice-out average is April 18.
The Lake Ada rain gauge was installed April 1, and collected 2.87 
inches of precipitation during the month; .87 inches above normal.  
May precipitation totaled only 1.92 inches, 1.33 inches below normal.
Lake Ada’s DNR water level gauge was installed April 12, and 
calibrated by the DNR, April 25.  Water level began only slightly high 
(1325.02 MSL), but continued to raise throughout the month.  By 
April 29, lake level had risen to 1325.2;  7 inches above the outlet 
dam.  Following our rather dry May, lake levels stabilized at a normal 
1325.1 MSL.  
Our first CLMP (water clarity) reading was taken April 22, with a 
main lake reading of 10 feet, and a north bay reading of only 7 feet.  
Subsequent April readings remained the same or poorer.  Spring 
CLMP readings are often low as a result of snow/ice melt, spring 
turn-over, and runoff from spring rains.  Readings continued to be 
cloudy throughout most of May, holding at around 10 feet in both 
the north bay and main lake.  June water clarity began to improve, 
with readings of 11.5 feet and 13 feet in the main lake and north bay 
respectively.
More complete observations will be forthcoming in the fall DockPost.

Jon Hansen and Ricky King
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AIS UPDATE
Cass County Environmental Services continues to vigorously 
support AIS prevention and control. Rima Smith-Kepis, the County 
AIS Coordinator, held a meeting of the Cass County AIS Task Force 
in January to discuss last year’s results and plans for 2017. 
The 2016 accomplishments were: 

• 19,658 AIS inspections on Cass County lakes by inspectors paid 
with state funds allocated to the county. 

• 466 decontaminations
• Much lower rate of observed AIS infractions in Cass County (0 

.91%) compared to the rest of the state (-5%). 
In 2017, the Cass County AIS Task Force spent almost $550,000 on 
AIS prevention, with $347,000 spent on inspectors. 
Lake Ada Access inspection are mostly weekends and holidays 
and to keep our lake free of unwanted aquatic invaders, we need 
volunteers to be trained to help with inspections. It is a great way of 
meeting your neighbors and other boaters.
It is also, very important that we inform/educate our guests of the 
importance in keeping Lake Ada free of invaders. Ask them, if their 
watercraft came from an infested lake? If so, their watercraft cannot 
enter Ada or any other lake without being decontamination.
Starry Stonewort Information-
Starry stonewort is a grass-like algae that can produce dense mats, 
which are able to interfere with the use of the lake. The algae is also 
able to choke out native plants. 
It was first discovered in Lake Koronis in 2015 and now has spread 
to nine different Minnesota lakes and in Beltrani, Cass and Wright 
Counties.
The impact of starry stonewort can be huge: last year on Lake 
Koronis the lake association spent $50,000 to harvest 140,000 
pounds of it from a six-acre test site.  If  this is successful, they plan 
to spend $828,600 to treat more of the lake.
“Since it was first confirmed in Minnesota, people are becoming more 
aware of how to identify starry stonewort and are bringing it to our 
attention,” said Heidi Wolf, DNR invasive species unit supervisor.
Lake Sylvia in Wright County, found even with well-trained boat and 
trailer inspectors to keep invasive species out of their lake from early 
spring until late fall, starry stonewort got into Lake Sylvia, what went 
wrong?
In touring several public lake accesses, watching boat inspections, 
and examining trailers on Koronis, Sylvia, Pleasant, and Clearwater, 
one thing became obvious.  Once boats had been launched into 
the lakes, the trailers could be more closely inspected.  Boat trailers 
with hard rubber rollers supporing the boats were usually found to 
be free of visible plant or algae material.  Boat trailers referred to as 
“bunk trailers” have long 
carpeted boards on them 
used to support the boat, 
and at many boat landings, 
these carpeted trailers were 
frequently found to contain 
large amounts of plant 
or other foreign material 
trapped between the carpet 
and the boat.  Inspectors 
couldn’t see materials 
trapped between the carpet 
and the boat, potentially 
making inspection of trailers 
and boats ineffective.  
In meetings with the University of Minnesota, consultants to the 
MNDNR, we explained our theory of bunk trailers, a theory much to 
their surprise, and recently furnished them with numerous pictures of 
bunk trailer carpets nearly completely covered in plant material.

Trailers often have large amounts of plants 
and other material trapped between the carpet 

and the
boat, which is difficult to see.

Minnesota Law - Traveling With Water In A Watercraft Is Illegal!

JULY 4th BOAT PARADE

Theme: Red-White-Blue….need we say more

Staging: Will begin at 2:00 pm, North Bay the parade departing 
around 2:15 pm.

Travel Time: Approximately 30-45 minutes, depending on number of 
boats. 

Safety First: Only motorized boats allowed in the parade.
Please travel at a continuous “no/minimal wake” speed. Stay close, 
but a safe distance behind, the boat in front of you.

• Be mindful of safety and safe distance from shore, docks, rafts, 
and boats around you.

• No passing, spinning or turning anywhere on parade route, 
simply follow the boat ahead of you.

• Please keep a steady speed.
• All occupants must be inside the watercraft.
• Obey all applicable boating laws and make safety your priority. 
• By law, no fireworks of any kind allowed.
• Please use common sense, always being respectful of property 

owners and other parade participants. 
• Be Safe, Have Fun and Enjoy the Parade!

This is an Ada Lake Activity 
NOT AN ADA LAKE ASSOCIATION EVENT

BE RESPECTFUL OF OUR LAKE COMMUNITY

With summer and holidays here we will be outside more socializing, 
so please practice good neighbor etiquette. Practice and follow the 
Golden Rule to be a good neighbor, if you have guests explain to 
them to be respectful with vehicle parking, pets, evening hours noise 
and late fireworks.
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Most of us Lake Ada residence own two homes. So, the question is, 
are both sites equipped adequately with smoke alarms, fire extin-
guishers and Carbon Monoxide Detectors? 
Fire extinguishers at your lake home/cabin is your first line of defense 
in case of a fire. A 10lb ABC Dry Chemical Class Fire Extinguisher, 
is a must on each level and in your garage or 
storage area. This is a very cost effective method 
of protection and you may get a break on your 
Home Owner Insurance rates.
Lake Ada is approximately nine miles from the 
nearest fire department, either Backus or Pine 
River. Ideal travel time would be twenty plus 
minutes, for either of the departments, house fires 
progress very rapid.
Each of our lake resident needs a “fire plan of 
action”, from how to call and report a fire, (blue 
address sign number) location of fire extinguish-
ers, two escape routes from each room and once out where everyone 
should meet. In order to protect yourself, it is important to understand 
the basic characteristics of fire. 

Fire is FAST.  In just two minutes, a fire can become life-threatening. 
In five minutes, a residence can be engulfed in flames. 

Fire is DARK. Fire produces gases that 
make you disoriented and drowsy. In-
stead of being awakened by a fire, you 
may fall into a deeper sleep. Asphyxia-
tion is the leading cause of fire deaths. 

Fire is HOT. Heat and smoke from 
fire can be more dangerous than the 
flames. Inhaling the super-hot air can 
sear your lungs. 

FIRE SAFETY FACTS
• Each year, more than 4,000 Americans die in fires, more than 

25,000 are injured in fires, and more than 100 firefighters are 
killed while on duty. 

• Eighty three percent of all civilian fire deaths occurred in resi-
dences. Many of these fires could have been prevented. 

• Cooking is the third leading cause of fire deaths and the leading 
cause of injury among people ages 65 and older. 

• Direct loss due to fires is estimated at nearly $8.6 billion annually. 

The following are things you can do to protect yourself, your family, 
and your property in the event of a fire: 
• Install smoke alarms. Properly working smoke alarms decrease 

your chances of dying in a fire by half. 
• Place smoke alarms on every level of your residence, including 

the basement. 
• Install carbon monoxide detector in the common area of the 

bedrooms. 
• Test and clean smoke alarms once a month and replace batter-

ies at least once a year. Replace smoke alarms once every 10 
years. 

• Fire Extinguishers (Class A, B, and C fires) Multipurpose dry 
chemical fire extinguishers extiguish the fire primarily by inter-
rupting the chemical reaction of the fire. 

ESCAPING THE FIRE 
• Have an escape plan. Review escape routes with your family. 
• Make sure windows are not nailed or painted shut. 
• Teach family members to stay low to the floor, where the air is 

safer, when escaping from a fire. 
• Never lock fire exits or doorways, halls or stairways. Never prop 

open stairway doors. 
• HEATING SOURCE
• Place space heaters at least three feet away from flammable/

combustible materials. 

COOKING SAFETY 
• Never leave cooking unattended. 
• Always wear short or tight-fitting sleeves when you cook. 
• Keep towels, pot holders and curtains away from flames or 

burners.
• Never use the range or oven to heat your home. 

MATCHES/LIGHTERS AND SMOKING 
• Keep matches/lighters away from children. 
• Never smoke in bed or when drowsy or medicated. 

ELECTRICAL WIRING 
• Inspect extension cords for frayed or exposed wires or loose 

plugs 
• Make sure outlets have cover plates and no exposed wiring. 
• Make sure wiring does not run under rugs, or across high traffic 

areas. 
• Do not overload extension cords or outlets. 

FOR YOUR SAFETY
FIRE SAFETY FIRE PREVENTION TIPS

CABIN FOR
3 - 7 DAYS OR MORE 
612-396-2098 Call ED

CABIN FOR RENT 
218-587-2272 or
218-587-5075

Daniel and Jill Landecker 
1317 Smith Dr.
Pine River, MN

Welcome
OUR NEW LAKE NEIGHBOR
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MINNESOTA’S CHILD LIFE JACKET LAW:
• Requires life jacket to be worn by children less than 10 years of 

age when aboard watercraft in Minnesota when 
the craft is under way.

• Invest in proper-fitting, Coast Guard-approved 
flotation devices (life vests) and have kids wear 
them whenever near water. Check the weight and 
size recommendations on the label, then have 
your child try it on to make sure it fits snugly. Kids 
younger than 5 years old, choose a vest with a 
strap between the legs and head support     the 
collar will keep the child’s head up and face out of 
the water. Inflatable vests and arm devices such as water wings 
are not effective protection against drowning.

• All kids need to be supervised in the water, no matter what their 
swimming skills. And infants, toddlers, and weak swimmers 
should have an adult swimmer within arm’s reach to provide 
“touch supervision.”

• Don’t forget the sunscreen and reapply often, especially if the 
kids are getting wet. 

• UV sunglasses, hats, and protective clothing also can help pro-
vide sun protection.

SPEEDING BOATS AND SWIMMERS 
• Lake Ada is very fortunate to have nice shallow sandy beach 

shorelines for swimming and wading. This allows younger swim-
mer to be a greater distance from the shore which is causing a 
safety problem with boaters and swimmers. 

• It has been brought to our attention that boaters are coming far 
too close to the shoreline for swimmer safety, many boats are 
just cruising past, but some are flying past at very high speeds.

• Remember, swimmers and loons have no chance to escape 
from a big horse speeding power boats, so please stay a greater 
distance from the shoreline… You may not see someone in the 
water until it is to late! 

Please Stay Clear!

WATER SAFETY

STORM/TORNADO SAFETY

FOR YOUR SAFETY

It is important to have a plan of action in the event a storm/tornado 
threatens your family, and to rehearse that plan 
frequently. Such a plan should include what you and 
your family should do when at home, work, school, or 
outdoors. The time spent planning now could deter-
mine whether or not you survive a tornado.
PLAN AHEAD
• First, know that Cass County Minnesota is where 

you are/live. Severe weather warnings are issued 
for counties, or for portions of counties. By using a weather apps, 
(phone or tablet) you can follow storm movements, and better 
determine if you are threatened.

• Have a NOAA Weather Radio or television handy at all times. 
Make sure your model has a tone-alarm feature, which will 
activate the radio when warnings or watches are issued for your 
area. If you are planning to be outdoors for an extended period of 
time, keep up with the latest weather information from your local 
National Weather Service office.

• If you see a tornado, or hear that the National Weather Service 
has issued a Tornado Warning for your location...

KNOW WHERE TO GO
• In your home/cabin or a building, move to a pre-designated shel-

ter, preferably the basement or the lowest floor of your home. 
Don’t worry about opening your windows first - that would be a 
mistake, just get to the basement, and get under a sturdy piece 
of furniture or workbench. Grab blankets to cover yourself with, 
which will protect you from flying debris.

• If an underground shelter (basement) is not available, move to 
an interior room or hallway on the lowest floor, and crouch down 
close to the floor. Again, grab extra blankets to protect yourself 
from flying debris. Stay away from windows - as they can shatter 
due to flying debris and the force of the wind.

• If you are in a mobile home: Immediately move to a substantial 
shelter.

• If you are caught outdoors and cannot get to a safe building, find 
a depression in the ground/ditch

• It is so easy to put off getting ready for something that may never 
occur, but tornadoes can develop very quickly. Having a plan 
and provisions already set aside will save time as you and your 
family seek safety.

• Three easy actions families can take ahead of a tornado include 
creating an emergency kit, developing a family communications 
plan and signing up to receive emergency alerts.

• A basic emergency kit contains supplies such as nonperishable 
food and water for at least three days, a flashlight and extra 
batteries and a first aid kit. 

• The emergency kit should also include items related to any spe-
cial needs of family members and pets, such as prescriptions, 
formula and diapers for babies or food and a water bowl for pets.

• Each family member should know an emergency contact and 
program the number into their cell phones as “ICE” or “in case of 
emergency.”

• Finally, families should sign up to receive local alerts and warn-
ings via cell phones, smartphones, tablets and other devices. 
For instance, the National Weather Service provides timely 
updates via its website (www.weather.gov) app and social media 
platforms.

• Three actions for families to take ahead of a tornado include 
creating an emergency kit, developing a family communications 
plan and signing up to receive emergency alerts.

• A basic emergency kit contains supplies such as nonperishable 
food and water for at least three days, a flashlight and extra 
batteries and a first aid kit.

Please take an active part in your Lake Ada Association 
by sharing or volunteering.

• Your Ideas and Suggestion Are Always Needed
• Your Photos for Facebook, newsletter or website
• Your writing skill
• Volunteers
• Lake Committee Projects
• Annual Picnic Helpers
• Communication Committee
• Officers or Board Members
• Youth - Community Service Hours
• Youth Programs

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
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GUEST WRITER- MARY POWELL JOIN US AT THE THEATER

Chapter 9
Fishing for a Resort 

 The old fishing boat could never be entered in the Fourth of July 
armada. Mavis declared they needed an upgrade: a pontoon boat. 
Clyde eyed a deal behind a neighbor’s cabin. The boat sat in dry 
storage for years, but the owner claimed it was seaworthy. It was also 
full of pine needles and dirt, but Clyde loved the challenge of getting 
the motor to run. He hardly looked at the boat. He removed the hood 
and found two mice staring back at him. He worked on that motor for 
four days and made six trips to Tim’s Outboard Repair for parts and 
advice. Clyde and the motor both purred. Mavis reminded Clyde that 
boating is a beauty pageant. They invested in marine carpet, which 
Mavis installed with glue and a rolling pin. After they painted their old 
plastic lawn chairs and table, they had created a party boat! It was 
also seaworthy. But things changed as children and grandchildren 
piled aboard with coolers and grills. Waves began to wash over the 
bow. Seaworthy depends on your load.
Clyde and Mavis planned a big family event at their Ada Lake cabin. 
Some stuffy relatives objected to tenting. They wanted to stay at a 
resort! The old Norwegian suggested an Ada resort.  All inquiries met 
rejection. The resorts had regulars. Clyde and Mavis had to branch 
out to nearby lakes. They followed a faded highway sign to Hand 
Lake. A single trail led them deep into the woods through a young 
stand of birches where an old black pickup blocked the trail. The 
driver was a burly man with a scruffy beard and a camouflage jacket. 
He climbed out of his truck and ordered them off the property. Clyde 
mumbled something about a resort. The man repeated his order as 
they stared at a bulge under his jacket where he kept his right hand. 
Clyde backed into the woods and turned around as fast as he could.  
“We gotta go. That guy is packin!”  Mavis fretted, “I bet that resort is 
some kind of paramilitary site! We must have tripped a signal.” They 
never looked back.
Months later Clyde and Mavis were eating supper at a hamburger 
joint back in the Twin Cities. Clyde was sporting his Ada Lake hat 
bought from Doris at the annual picnic. A man wandered over to their 
table and asked about Lake Ada. He said he had a cabin on Hand 
Lake. Clyde related the strange story about the burly man on the 
birch trail. The stranger laughed and told them they were lucky they 
had not made it to the resort. It was a nudist camp. Mavis agreed that 
they didn’t want to see what the man was packing.

LIVE MUSIC
family-friendly fun!

a night out with Friends from the Lake Ada Community

1153 State Hwy 84 NW 
Pine River, MN 56474

Thursday
July 20th 

7:00 pm

Big Foot Theater 100-seat venue 
assures an intimate experience with 
local performers 
www.bigfootmusicaltheatre.com

CALL: 218-587-4983
Make Reservation Today!

Tickets $15   Seniors $13
kids 6 and under are free

•

Join Lake Ada Community for

Deadline is Wednesday,  July 19th
(leave a message)

A social night out...

ADA WEAR

Doris Montgomery stated,”you better shop early for the best selection 
of sizes, styles and colors, as there is no reorders”. She provides us 
with many hours of service in ordering, storing, displaying “Ada Wear” 
garments and lake accessories. 
• It is difficult each year to have all the different styles, sizes and 

colors possibilities that our members want, but we try always to have 
a little different styles and designs each new year.

• Please always make a courtesy phone call prior to stopping by, as 
we would like this to be done for us.

• Being a 501(c)3 organization, the Ada Wear garments/gear are 
always sold at cost to you as members.  This involves much donated 
time and effort by the Montgomery family members.
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There have been several visits to local bird feeders by this bear 
family, from early Spring until last week. When she spent almost two 
hours visiting the Elthon Family on the east side of Lake Ada. They 
were kind enough to give me a call and invite me down to view the 
bear family. Many times, in situations like this, when you arrive it is 
too late as they have gone on their way. Not in this case as mother 
bear wandered the yard and many times, she was within 15 -20 
yards from where we were standing and could care less about our 
presence.
Some Bear Facts:
• Females, or sows, generally weigh about 200 to 350 pounds.
• Their diet varies with their habitat, but typically includes berries, 

grasses and herbs, insects, small mammals and honey.
• Female black bears normally mature at 3 to 5 years of age. Some 

wait even longer until their first mating and usually mate every other 
year.

• Black bears are agile tree climbers, which she showed climbing the 
white pine tree. Their curved 
claws help them grasp the 
tree bark.

• In general, female black bears 
will have a home range of 2 
1/2 to 10 square miles.

• They often use stream and 
creek beds as travel lanes 
because this avoids thick 
undergrowth.

• Black bears usually mate in 
May or June, though bears in 
northern areas may mate as 
late as August.

• In the late Fall they find their den, the female falls into a deep sleep. 
The cubs are usually born in January and February, often while the 
female is still hibernating.

• Cub(s) are born blind and almost hairless and the babies develop 
quickly. They will leave the den as soon as 5-8 weeks after their 
birth, weighing about 7 pounds. 

• The cubs grow fat on their mother’s rich milk that contains over 20 
percent fat, they are weaned, usually at about six to eight months 
of age.

• Bear cubs stay with the mother a second winter. .
• It was a black bear cub that big game hunter Theodore Roosevelt (a 

U.S. President) refused to shoot. It inspired the stuffed toys known 
today as “teddy bears.”

By the Residents
In 1986 in preparation for the publication of the second Lake Ada 
directory, I interviewed some of the old timers of the lake.  This 
was a delightful project.  It was a real treat to spend time with them 
and hear what they had to say.  The following is reprinted from that 
directory.  There is a lot more to tell in the future.
As we remember Lake Ada in the late 1920s and 30s, the water level 
was very low. What we called the rock reef out in the middle of the 
lake was well above the water.  You could walk a 100 yards or so 
across it.  The loons nested out there every year.  The water was so 
low the channel between the North Bay and the big lake had to be 
dredged every year so the boats could get through.  The sandbar 
across the South Bay was very shallow for many years. You could 
float a boat without a motor across it, but then not many had motors.  
The Siltmans, who owned a farm just southwest of the lake, would 
drive their horse drawn hayrack around the lake on the beach to 
get across to a hayfield.  Polly still lives on the farm.  Polly and her 
husband Ernie purchased the farm in 1924, built a log cabin on it in 
the early 30s, and the present house in the late 30s.
The government put a dam in at the outlet on the south shore in the 
mid-30s even though there had been no water flowing out of the lake 
for a long time.  The lake level did come up again in the early 40s.  At 
this time there were seven resorts on the lake.  
Starting on the northwest shore, there was Lake Ada Park.  The 
resort was owned and operated by Isabella Smith Darrington.  Lake 
Ada Park was a real landmark.  The land was purchased by Isabella 
Smith around 1918-1920.  Four housekeeping cabins were built by 
Carl Olson, a local carpenter, in the 1920s.  There were no modern 
facilities, wood burning cook stoves, wood floors, kerosene lamps, 
outhouse, and wooden ice boxes.  There was also a campground 
among the beautiful pines.  Many campers used the area. For many 
years two families; one from Topeka, Kansas, and one from Kansas 
City Missouri, would come and spend most of the summer camping 
on the grounds.  The camping area included outside toilets, a shelter 
house, and a pump.  There was no charge for camping.  The resort 
was sold in 1946 to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Luscher, who operated 
the resort.  He also added a store with living quarters in the back.  
Mrs. Luscher passed away in 1949, but Clarence continued to 
operate it until 1954.  In the early 50s, the lots and cabins were sold 
to private owners.  Three of the original cabins are still there, built 
onto and remodeled.
The land west of this area was purchased by John Middleton of 
Illinois and is still owned by him and undeveloped.  The lake was 
named for an Indian princess who was buried near where the Indians 
had their pow-wows on the Middleton property.  Only Isabella Smith 
knew where the grave was, and she would tell no one as she wanted 
to protect the grave.  Some remember looking for the grave as 
children, but it has not been found.  The old Pine River Road runs 
around the west side of the lake and through the Middleton property.  
It goes between Ada and Dead Man’s Lake, through Dream of the 
Northwoods resort, on the west side of the Siltman house, and on 
the east side of Harriet Store.  The building across from Harriet Store 
was Harriet School where the children from the Ada area attended.  
There was a cabin built along the road and it was purchased by the 
Brown family.  Mrs. Millie Brown was known as Grandma Brown to 
us.  She had an old white cabin with shutters that could be lowered 
over the windows.  She had a pontoon boat made of barrels with a 
railing of pipe and a canopy.  Her straw hat and cane pole meant 
another meal of sunfish would be frying for the Brown family.  Several 
cabins on the southwest side of the lake were built on land she once 

owned.  Several families on the lake are proud to be relatives of 
Grandma Brown.  She bought in the late 30s or 40s.  The Indians had 
pow-wows on the Middleton land next to her property.  Millie would 
bar the windows and the doors and sit with her 410 shotgun across 
her lap.  
The Kruckows had a farm just west of highway 84.  They had an old 
ice house until just a few years ago.  They cut ice in the winter on 
Ada.  They would store the ice in sawdust in the ice house and sold 
it during the summer to people from the lake.  Even into the 60s, Dr. 
Brown’s family bought ice for their homemade ice cream parties in the 
summer.  The Kruckows have shared with us the history of Ada, and 
are now letting us use their pond for rearing 20,000 walleye fry.  
Republished by: Stan Bormann 
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July 15th  - 8:30 A.M. 
J. Hansen Hosting

July 29th - 4 P.M. 
Annual Picnic

Robbins - Couchman Families 

Sept. 2nd - 8:30 A.M. 
Pat & Steve Hansen Hosting

Board Meetings are 
open to the public

2017 ADA LAKE 
ASSOCIATION BOARD 

MEETINGS

FURNISHED
 • Dinner Ware

segareveB •  
 • BBQ Pork
 • Tables & Chairs
BRING A DISH TO SHARE
OTHER THINGS HAPPENING
 •  Raffles
 •  Dunk Tank
 •  Cornhole Tournament
 •  BBQ Sauce Recipe Contest

JULY 29TH - 4 P.M.
Hosted by The:

Robbins & Couchmans

H & L Robbins
632 Middleton Dr. NW

J & P Couchman
620 Middleton Dr NW
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HOMEMADE BBQ 
SAUCE CONTEST

CORNHOLE
TOURNAMENT

Submit printed recipe
One Pint (glass jar)
Label will be covered
Receipe to be shared

Driving Directions
2017 Lake Ada Annual Picnic

Robbins & Couchman’s
Saturday, July 29th @ 4 p.m.


